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FOIA.ONE IID DOB 1-19580815-1 (Integrity Rating +101%)


Overview:  Full expertise is at ProfitShareHolders.SPACE, UNIocracy.org CreatorKeith.space 
builtByKeith.com FOIA.ONE and original 200 broadcast world saving unification solutions.


Early Beginnings;  Starting in 1976 North Carolina State University Raleigh N.C. USA, our fusion 
focus from day one as top world scientist engineer consultant architects was to create an all digital 
electronic driven no paper fully robotic automated crime free society.  We have succeeded as of 2011 
timeframe by construct engineering and deploying the most comprehensive and even simple systems 
that unify mankind once everyone in world now knows WHO is WHO, WHO owns WHAT, WHO trades 
WHAT with WHO and GPS tracked when and where. FOIA.ONE Evote.one is part of UNIocracy.org 
new world replacement market system that is 100% hack proof and can never be infiltrated by any 
cyber criminal or network.


Our focus was amateur radio W4ATC and the deepest study of mainframe operating systems at all 
levels of databases, computational matrix decision analysis, creating 3rd and 4th generation computer 
languages mostly in Assembler on IBM 370/165, then PDP 8, then immediately taking Electrical 
engineering courses on micro electronics hardware, software, and of course the underlying data 
communications protocols that run our entire world. These are known collectively as Programmable 
Logic Controllers. Our key achievement is TurnOffLights.SPACE that is all electronic interconnected 
data communications and related FOIA.ONE database that are the ultimate simple format of cluster 
network data exchange of all data in the world.


1981 BB&L Industries was startup in Atlanta Georgia as we produced the worlds most state of the art 
Paging and voice retrieval systems in the world.


1983 Rollins Inc as I worked directly for President Randal Rollins specifying at the lowest to top levels 
their new 40,000 unit ITI Security system and monitoring central station software and hardware. After 9 
months, I saw they were not going to invest in the required in house development group that I was 
leading.


1984-1989. Digital Communications Associates. As top key member of their engineering design 
production teams, I as the International Design engineer as we are the top scientists who created key 
components of all inter connected banking, finance, phone company, stock market, and data 
communications protocols and high speed dedicated hardware interconnecting the new IBM PC 
technologies, the AT&T UNIX systems, and IBM and DEC mainframes worldwide.  I traveled 
extensively in Europe by creating the automated international language translation of all software 
systems of IRMA and SMART ALEX.


1989- 1992. As top key consultant of Broadway & Seymour, we were the top world consultants on the 
IBM high speed check sorting systems, then the famous IBM DataTrade system that was the worlds 
first computer independent software system that transmitted any data (mostly banking) from any 
hardware based computer at PC, midrange, to Mainframe level using only ONE major source code 
repository that was written in 100% generic cross compilable C language.  We also worked at Dupont 
on their factory automation systems.


1993-1994  SunGard Trust Systems Birmingham Georgia. Our small teams created and deployed the 
most expensive Portofolio management investment and tracking system at that time. Managing 
billions of USD/Euros through IBJ, Integrity bank, and of course all the huge customer bases of IBM 
and other banking consolidators like Carnage Mellon.
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1995-1996 AT&T (Bellsouth) We were the core consultant teams who designed AT&T’s replacement 
construction Managment supply chain system of OSPCM.  In less than 1 year we were fully 
operational after designing their new system from ground zero.


1996-1997 AT&T (Bellsouth.com) Long Distance. Our top consultant teams were the original designers 
of their very first long distance billing system we designed from ground zero. We were operationally in 
less than 1 year as our work dealt with millions of call detail records and the wholesale billing to sub 
vendors and interconnections with all other phone companies.


1998-2004 bellsouth.com  As top consultant, we were the lead consultant architects of the prime 
mainframe to web portal Bellsouth billing and product/ service procurement site managing over 70 
mainframe services for 24x7 service availablity.  We had the highest usage rate of any world 
corporation including Google, Amazon, IBM or any others.  We had the lowest failure rates because 
our prime focus was on sustainable tracking of all software modifications and predictive analysis 
software systems to prevent major computer malfunctions and shutdowns.


2005-2007. Datatrade that services almost all Toyota and other major brand auto showrooms. 


2008-2011. Is the most incredible verifiable years when we were asked to partnership with the top 
Home/business highest end electronic automated system vendor in Atlanta GA.  After being defrauded 
of $109,000 USD, we embarked on the most positive profitable journey of all time.  HOW to UNIFY 
mankind by create publishing the required HOW-TO produce almost free electric energy worldwide 
with TurnOffLights.SPACE, SolutionSafeWater.org.


Sept 2011 to Jan 2014 were extreme educational publishing period of the inside of our very own 
Judicial system at all levels. We published the true cause and effects of Poverty from 2005 to present 
because no one else has the confidence to deal with the real numbers of trade and who controls our 
data, assets, and liberty of free speech, press, and ability to redress grievances against those who 
violate our laws.  This is SolutionJudge.com SolutionManifesto.com completed to perfection years 
ago.  Our world is legacy heritage value because everything gifted back to our world to be happy.


 Jan 2014 to Present Went back to every single government agency entire time, to PRESS, to literally 
everyone to re-deliver the most positive anti crime methodology in world history. Most we encounter 
are truly blinded fools from Matthew 24. Since we work full time as Gods messianic messengers, even 
GOD has forsaken us (you and I) since why would HE bail us out one final time. That is OUR job to 
solve the root terrorist cybercrime issues that is the basis for cause of all mass poverty and genocide 
crimes against humanity.  Pure data modeling observation by anyone reveals who violate laws and 
why we must PROTECT the basic human rights of each other starting with fore founding father Keith 
Brent duncan who has been persecuted +900 days because he showed WHO was tied to ROSE and 
other terrorist criminals. Most deny the existing of criminals yet they are showcased on TV News every 
day and no one cares what they are saying since backstabbing is the sport of all days. 

Our system is ad-free news at all levels. No need for such expensive ad marketing when everyone 
cross lists their products and services for FREE on websites linked through FOIA.ONE.  Too bad those 
who control our information flow will be mad. It is THEIR fault they violate basic human rights, not 
ours.


  Our resume and most broad spectrum experience is so extreme that we have not the time to keep 
repeating the most obvious fact of all. We are the original pioneer free will citizen scientists who were 
the instrumental top experts in the world who designed and deployed almost perfected hack free 
systems.   Our work in the psychology of the HUMAN CONDITION has also been perfected in our 
ability to teach humanity at all levels how to be peace loving citizens when everyone benefits by 
fearlessly protecting the rights of all others. 


This was always our mission in life. TO be GOD LOVING free will open democracy public citizens who 
defend the rights of honest integrity focused citizens so that everyone benefits down to the very most 
impoverished orphan homeless street child with WorldSchoolFUND.  Once our young adults use 
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TeenMoneyMachine and other existing educational all digital resources of ISeeStand PHONEcradle 
seen on CreatorKeith.SPACE, they collectively become our new world leaders of commerce leading 
small corporations as the MEGA corrupt corporate executives will be banned from leadership by the 
will of majority bell curve mean 7.777 billion people using simple 5 steps of Evote.one part of 
SolutoiNManifesto.com


  Our prime world saving solutions are the worlds last replacement law enforcement system when all 
agencies share criminal investigation evidence to the public so everyone prevents crimes in the first 
place.  Tied to SolutionMilitary.com as ONE International military as 100% peacekeepers and criminal 
investigators who are no longer controlled by Presidents, Congress, or military industrial complex 
share holder executives.

  We have successfully replaced all stock market trading computer programs by eliminating the ability 
for anyone to day trade with insider information by using OUR bank accounts and stock market 
certificate value to criminally profiteer since only a few executives and bankers actually control the 
master passwords and have access to our private trae and commerce activities.

   SolutionHousing.org is the prime legal method to successfully transfer true trillions of USD of wealth 
to higher elevations in 3rd world nations and under development remote mountain regions to unload 
the worst cases of mega slum congestions that are 90% of our world population located in coastal 
flood disaster prone cities. Manila is #1 most dense per population of any nation. 


We have requested that MILITARY escort us to debrief DOD, DOJ, PRESS, and all World Presidents 
and PUBLIC from Sept 2011 to present moment for all reasons of how to UNIFY mankind in GOD’s 
original purpose for humanity to reach for the stars as Sovereign Ambassadors who teach PEACE and 
not war.   


I am fore founding father of UNIocracy.org with FOIA.ONE IID 1-19580815-1 (Integrity Rating +101%)

We the PEOPLE now own and control everything based on the most common sense method of 100% 
direct eDemocracy. This was ready for world deployment military style back in summer of 2010 and 
was the full scale target of Robert Dee Rose and others who are named individuals. Never our fault, 
we have keep full records of everything related to the HUMAN CONDITION and have gifted everything 
back to ensure humanity follows their own destiny direction as FREE WILL peace abiding Social 
Justice and full scale equality people. No more bigots, hypocrits, racists, or arrogant people can ever 
escape the open public TV edevides we pioneered ourselves 1976 to present moment.

Requirement is always to PROTECT KEITH and his top level scientists as our goal is to eliminate the 
need for ANY POLTICS, TAXES, PRIVATE SCHOOLS, and anything owned and controlled by the FEW 
elite who everyone truly hates. Most have been brainwashed by the occult to think no one can be held 
accountable for violating basic human rights. SolutionManifesto.com manages that one required Due 
Process of all laws with just one website client3635.wix.com/SolutionManifesto. 


Contact our growing teams and join support and fund UNIocracy.org today. 


Keith Duncan cell in Manila (63) 917-335-4300 SolutionPeace2020@gmail.com

Skype: BuiltbyKeith2,  best is for USA Military, Gov, corporate executives anywhere in world to contact 
my teams directly and escort us to their greatest places of needs...  True reality of todays world. 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